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Background: Estimation of the effects that drugs or other interventions have on patients’ symptoms and functions is
crucial in heart failure trials. Traditional symptoms and functions clinical outcome assessments have important limita-
tions. Actigraphy may help to overcome these limitations due to its objective nature and the potential for continuous
recording of data. However, actigraphy is not currently accepted as clinically relevant by key stakeholders.

Methods and Results: In this state-of-the-art study, the key aspects to consider when implementing actigraphy in
heart failure trials are discussed. They include which actigraphy-derived measures should be considered, how to build
endpoints using them, how to measure and analyze them, and how to handle the patients’ and sites’ logistics of inte-
grating devices into trials. A comprehensive recommendation based on the current evidence is provided.

Conclusion: Actigraphy is technically feasible in clinical trials involving heart failure, but successful implementation
and use to demonstrate clinically important differences in physical functioning with drug or other interventions require
careful consideration of many design choices. (J Cardiac Fail 2024;30:703�716)
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Patients with heart failure (HF) experience a high symptom
burden and have among the lowest physical activity mea-
sured across chronic diseases.1 There are treatments that
reduce morbidity and mortality in HF patients, but there
remains an unmet need to meaningfully demonstrate
improvement in symptom burden and degree of physical
limitation that people with HF live with on a day-to-day
basis. Moreover, the FDA has published a draft guidance
in June 2019 stating that an improvement in symptoms or
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physical function can be a basis for approving drugs to
treat HF, even in the absence of any significant beneficial
effect on morbidity or mortality outcomes.2 In any case,
the effect of a treatment on symptoms or physical function
is a fundamental part of its value for patients.

Despite the FDA guidance and the introduction of
many new wearable technologies designed specifically to
monitor mobility, the research community continues to
struggle with the challenge of identifying the most
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suitable approach for measuring physical function. The
use of actigraphy, defined as a noninvasive technique for
recording and analyzing activity (movement) using wear-
ables,3 in clinical trials has been limited by patient burden,
unreliable accuracy and lack of standardization. The aim of
this state-of-the-art article is to provide recommendations
on how to fill the current knowledge gaps that prevent
actigraphy outcomes from being clinically relevant end-
points acceptable to key stakeholders, including regula-
tors and payers, in addition to those living with HF and
their healthcare teams.
Constructing an Actigraphy-Based Endpoint

Currently, the most common measure of symptoms in tri-
als related to heart failure (HF) is based on a subset of
questions from the Kansas City Cardiomyopathy Ques-
tionnaire (KCCQ),4 a patient-reported outcome (PRO)
instrument. The KCCQ also includes questions regarding
other aspects of health-related quality of life as it pertains
to HF, including physical limitations. Analogously, the 6-
minute walk test (6MWT) is a commonly used exercise test
in HF trials, providing the distance walked in 6 minutes
(6MWDistance) as a measure of submaximal exercise
capacity. Despite KCCQ and 6MWT being well-estab-
lished, they have important limitations.5

Actigraphy offers an objective measure of physical
activity by means of wearable devices containing acceler-
ometers. It has the potential to overcome the limitations
of exercise tests being captured at fixed (and often a lim-
ited number of) timepoints and the subjective nature of
PROs. Physical activity captured through actigraphy can
be regarded as providing a complementary aspect of
physical function that is distinct from that captured by
patients’ reports or exercise tests. Actigraphy can, thus,
complement current clinical outcome assessments (COAs)
to provide a more comprehensive assessment of func-
tional status in those with HF. This concept of a multimo-
dality assessment of patients’ functional status is
represented in Fig. 1, targeting what patients are capable
of doing (exercise tests), what they perceive that they do
(questionnaires), and what they actually do (actigraphy).

Developing novel endpoints for studies, including those
based on actigraphy, requires careful consideration of
Fig. 1. Proposed model of p
various factors. These factors include the study’s purpose
and context, the characteristics of the target population,
the sample-size determinations, the actigraphy device
and software selection, the monitoring duration and fre-
quency, the actigraphy outcome selection and definition,
the statistical analysis approaches, and the data interpre-
tation. Clinical-development programs addressing HF
symptoms or physical function need to identify fit-for-pur-
pose COAs to capture these concepts of interest.6,7

It is important to consider why a proposed measure rep-
resents an outcome that is clinically important for patients
affected by a specific disease and how that impact will be
quantified within the context of a clinical trial (ie, in an
endpoint). These questions must then be answered in the
specific context of HF. This is done through the accumula-
tion of both qualitative evidence collected in interviews
with patients and clinicians and quantitative evidence col-
lected in experiments. With this objective, a conceptual
model of physical functioning in patients with HF was gen-
erated by Niklasson and colleagues.8 Mobility concepts
that were most often recorded by patients as being
affected by their HF were walking distance, walking
speed, going up a steep incline, going up steps, standing
for long periods of time, and carrying and lifting objects.
Of these, walking distance was the mobility concept most
strongly associated with physical and general limitations
as well as with symptoms.

Several clinical trials in HF featuring drugs have
included endpoints based on actigraphy measures9�16;
Table 1 summarizes these trials in chronological order of
publication. In addition to drug trials, in the WATCHFUL
(Pedometer-Based Walking Intervention in Patients With
Chronic Heart Failure With Reduced Ejection Fraction)
trial,17 a lifestyle walking intervention in patients with
HFrEF, improved daily step count, as measured by a wear-
able device, by about 25%. This improvement was not
matched by improvements in 6MWDistance, NT-proBNP
levels or functional capacity scores.
Actigraphy: What Should Be Measured?

Walking Distance and Step Count
To date, walking-distance algorithms derived from wear-
ables acceleration have been limited to remote versions
atient functional status.



Table 1 Actigraphy in published heart failure drug clinical trials

Trial, population
Intervention
and design

Actigraphy
endpoints

Device and wearing
instructions

Number of patients,
adherence and
missing data

Treatment effect on
actigraphy endpoints Observations

NEAT-HF, patients
with HFpEF
(Redfield
et al., 2015)9

Isosorbide mononitrate
vs placebo

Crossover design with
increasing dosage:
baseline and washout:
2 weeks,
30 mg�1 week,
60 mg�1 week,
120 mg�2 weeks

The primary end-
point was change
in daily activity
level, quantified as
the average daily
accelerometer
units (ADAU), (ie,
similar to activity
counts, during the
120-mg phase).

Secondary end-
points included
change in hours of
activity per day (ie,
from very light
activity during the
120-mg phase,
and change in
ADAU during the
3 dose phases
combined.

Belt outfitted with 2 kinetic
activity monitors (Kersh
Health) containing triaxial
accelerometers (KXUD9-
2050, Kionix)

Patients were instructed
to wear the device for
24 hours a day through-
out the study’s duration;
to consider the data
valid, minimum 10 hours
per day and 3 days were
required.

During the 120-mg
phase, 101
patients for the
first period and 91
for the second
period

Median of 16 com-
plete days (inter-
quartile range,
12�20) during the
first period, and
14 complete days
(interquartile
range, 10�18)
during the second
period

ADAU decreased progres-
sively and significantly
with increased doses of
isosorbide mononitrate
but not placebo.

ADAU was not signifi-
cantly lower in the 120-mg
phase; however, it was in
the 3 phases combined.
Hours active per day as
assessed by actigraphy
was significantly lower in
the treatment group.

In an ancillary study of
NEAT-HF,81 a modest
relation among actigraphy
parameters, 6MWT, QoL
scores, and Nt-ProBnP was
found. Similarly, there was
no relation among
changes in these COAs.
These results are in con-
cordance with a recent
study.82

INDIE-HF, patients with
HFpEF (Borlaug
et al., 2018)10

Inorganic mitrite
vs placebo

Same design as
NEAT-HF

ADAU during the
120-mg phase,
mimicking the pri-
mary endpoint in
NEAT-HF

Same as NEAT-HF 98 patients for the
first period and 93
for the second
period

All patients had
valid data

No difference in ADAU Very similar design to NEAT-
HF

OUTSTEP-HF, patients
with HFrEF (Piepoli
et al., 2020)11

Sacubitril/valsartan vs
enalapril

Mean difference in
nonsedentary
daytime

Assessment of PA was per-
formed during the entire
duration of the study
(from week 2�week 12)
using a wrist-worn accel-
erometery device
(MotionWatch8, Camn-
tech, Cambridge, UK) on
the nondominant wrist;
minimum 10 hours per
day and 7 days for each
period were required.

493 patients at
baseline (14.6%
missing data)

Mean nonsedentary time
decreased by 27 min with
sacubitril/valsartan and by
21 min with enalapril,
which was not statistically
significant

Baseline values of nonse-
dentary time were higher
than expected. The subse-
quent decrease in activity
might indicate a regres-
sion to usual levels.66 This
indicates potential reactiv-
ity.

Parallel-group design
randomized 1:1

Sacubitril/valsar-
tan: 287 patients
completed the
study; 244 with
actigraphy data
at baseline and
202 at end visit
Enalapril: 283
patients com-
pleted the study;
238 with actigra-
phy data at base-
line and 193 at
end visit

Activity for sacubitril/valsar-
tan increased at week 1,
then sharply decreased;
same for enalapril with a
lower trend; until week 8,
activity for sacubitril/val-
sartan was higher than
baseline and until week
12 higher than enalapril

(Continued )
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Table 1. (Continued)

Trial, population
Intervention
and design

Actigraphy
endpoints

Device and wearing
instructions

Number of patients,
adherence and
missing data

Treatment effect on
actigraphy endpoints Observations

EMPIRE-HF, patients
with HFrEF (Jensen
et al. 2020)12

Empagliflozin vs placebo Daily activity counts
were a secondary
endpoint.

Patients were instructed to
wear an Actigraph
wGT3X-BT (Actigraph,
Pensacola, FL) around
the waist continuously for
7 days.

Of 190 randomized
patients, 166 had
valid accelerome-
ter data at both
baseline and end-
visit.

There was almost no differ-
ence in activity counts
between baseline and 12
weeks in either of the
treatment arms.

Parallel-group design,
randomized 1:1

AWAKE-HF, patients
with HFrEF
(Khandwalla
et al. 2021)13

Sacubitril/valsartan
vs enalapril

Change in counts
per minute at
week 8 during the
most active 30-
and 6- min/day,
total awake and
total sleep time

Actigraphy data were col-
lected continuously dur-
ing the 18-week study
using a Philips Actiwatch
Spectrum (Philips Respir-
onics, Boston, MA) worn
on the nondominant
wrist.

140 were random-
ized and 120 com-
pleted study
treatment with
valid actigraphy
data

Whereas there was no
detectable difference from
baseline or between treat-
ment arms for any end-
point; point estimates
indicated more counts per
minute (cpm) for enalapril
during awake time and
periods of maximum activ-
ity, and less cpm during
sleep

Divergence between actig-
raphy results and PROs

Parallel-group design,
randomized 1:1

There was an additional 8-
week open-label phase
during which all patients
received sacubitril/valsar-
tan.

Patients adhered
to wearing the
actigraphy wrist
monitor
throughout the
study, with a
mean time
recorded of-
wrist of �1% at
each time point

CHIEF-HF, patients
with HF regardless
of EF (Spertus et al.,
2022)14

Canagliflozin vs placebo Difference between
daily steps aver-
aged through 2
weeks at baseline
(weeks 1 and 2)
and after 12 weeks
(weeks 11 and 12)

Fitbit Versa 2 worn on the
wrist continuously

Out of 448 patients
randomized, 413
had valid acceler-
ometer data at
both baseline and
end visit

No detectable difference
from baseline or between
treatment arms

Completely decentralized
and virtual trial with no in-
person visits

Parallel-group design
randomized 1:1

The Canagliflozin cohort
had >10% more steps
than placebo at baseline.

METEORIC-HF,
patients with HFrEF
(Lewis et al., 2022)15

Omecamtiv mecarbil vs
placebo

Mean daily activity
counts measured
over a 2-week
period from base-
line to weeks
18�20

The device was not speci-
fied but worn on the wrist
for 10 hours during
awake time for 2 weeks;
minimum 7 days

Of 276 randomized
patients, 257 had
valid accelerome-
ter data at both
baseline and end
visit

No detectable difference
from baseline or between
treatment armsParallel-group design

randomized 2:1

DETERMINE trials
(McMurray et al.,
2023)16

Twin trials, DETERMINE-
Reduced for HFrEF and
DETERMINE-Preserved
for HFpEF.

Change from base-
line to 16 weeks in
time spent in light
to vigorous physi-
cal activity
(nonsedentary
time)

Patients were instructed to
wear the MoveMonitor
(McRoberts) around their
waist continuously during
7-day periods at 3 points
during the trial; minimum
10 hours and 3 days

Wearable substudy
in which 348 of
817 patients
(313 and 504 for
Reduced and Pre-
served studies,
respectively) wore
the device (pooled
analysis); 319
patients had ade-
quate baseline
data, and 163 had
valid accelerome-
ter data at both
baseline and end
visit.

No detectable difference
between treatment arms
in DETERMINE-Reduced,
DETERMINE-Preserved or
the pooled analysis

Other accelerometer-based
exploratory endpoints
have not yet been
reported.
The COVID-19 pandemic
curtailed the use of moni-
tors in the Preserved
study.

Dapagliflozin vs placebo
Parallel-group design
randomized 1:1
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of established exercise tests such as the 6MWT.18 This is
because deriving walking distance with high precision
during passive monitoring (ie, unobtrusive and continuous
measurement of movement) is challenging. Accurate esti-
mation of stride length is likely to be the main challenge.
Kirk and colleagues19 proposed a method to estimate
walking speed from wearable data in which steps per sec-
ond (cadence) were doubled and multiplied by stride
length (stride was defined as 2 steps) to obtain walking
distance per second. Unfortunately, the estimation of
stride length yielded a large mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) of 25.3% for patients with HF.20 Taking a dif-
ferent approach, Taoum and colleagues21 trained linear
mixed models (LMM), using wearable data from healthy
participants, to estimate walking distance and speed.
These models were tested in an independent cohort of
patients with peripheral artery disease and impaired walk-
ing due to lower-limb symptoms. The MAPE for hip devi-
ces against Global Positioning System (GPS) distance
ranged from 8.4% to 18.8%, depending on the acceler-
ometer-derived parameter that served as input to the lin-
ear mixed models. Unfortunately, using the relatively
inaccurate GPS-derived distance instead of more accurate
measurements limits the validity of these results.

Further efforts to derive walking distance accurately are
warranted, but step count might be an acceptable and
simple proxy. A change in steps is often proportional to a
change in distance.22 Furthermore, steps might be more
representative of an individual’s effort than distance itself.
For example, a person with a shorter stride length would
need more steps to cover the same distance than some-
one with a longer stride. Analogously, walking on a chal-
lenging surface (eg, snow) may require more steps to
cover the same distance. Step count is also familiar and
easy to communicate, is recognized as meaningful by
patients and clinicians and is commonly offered by com-
mercially available activity monitors, albeit with varying
levels of accuracy. Moreover, an increasing number of
steps is associated with a progressively decreased risk of
both cardiovascular disease23 and all-cause death,24 par-
ticularly for older adults (aged � 60 years). For step count
to be a suitable outcome in HF trials, however, acceptable
accuracy needs to be demonstrated in this population of
patients.

Step-count algorithms are often based on data from
healthy individuals. However, patients with HF may have
different walking patterns. In particular, they often walk at
slow speeds.25 To the best knowledge of the authors, the
study by Femiano et al.26 is the only study that evaluates
the accuracy of step count specifically in patients with car-
diovascular disease and uses a valid reference. In that
study, raw acceleration was captured by the Axivity AX3
(Newcastle upon Tyne, UK) device worn on the wrist, pre-
processed using the open software package GGIR,27 then
used as input to 2 different algorithms; walking speed
was not controlled. One of the 2 algorithms used by
Femiano et al., named Verisense (Cambridge, MA, US),28

exhibited a MAPE of 4.1%,26 which can reasonably be
considered adequate for use in trials. However, the Veri-
sense algorithm was shown to underestimate step counts
at higher paces, thus, greatly increasing the error with
increasing walking speed.29 Rowlands and colleagues
attempted to refine this algorithm,29 but the overall
MAPE remained around 10%�12% and, therefore, is not
accurate enough to support endpoints in HF clinical tri-
als.29 Otherwise, Genovese et al.30 designed ADAM
(Adaptive Moment Estimation), an algorithm for step
count in slow, very slow and intermittent walking (ie, fre-
quent stops and starts, abrupt directional changes), using
the Gear 2 (Samsung, Suwon, Republic of Korea) smart-
watch.30 This algorithm exhibited a MAPE between 1%
and 5% in walking experiments, not including turning,
and 5%�9% in walk-turn-walk at differing speeds. ADAM
could be applied to any wrist-worn device that outputs
raw acceleration. It may, however, require additional test-
ing, because the initial study was evaluated using only 8
healthy adults in a battery of experiments not including
free walking.

Other studies evaluating step-count algorithms at dif-
fering walking speeds concluded that accuracy decreases
at lower speeds.31�36 This is consistent with the conclu-
sion of a recent review where Actigraph (Pensacola, FL)
devices were found to be inaccurate for step count at
speeds � 3.2 km/hour.37 Storm and colleagues31 evalu-
ated step-count accuracy for 7 activity monitors with
build-in algorithms, worn simultaneously on various body
locations and at differing walking speeds. Performance
was worst at slow walking speeds in all devices. In that
study, the MoveMonitor (McRoberts Technologies, Miami,
FL) performed best at all speeds and during “free” out-
door walking, with a MAPE < 2.0%.

The 3 wrist-worn or arm-worn devices tested by Storm
and colleagues31 exhibited low performance at low
speeds. This is consistent with the low accuracy found
for wrist-worn ActiGraph devices.36�39 Otherwise, some
Garmin (Olathe, Kansas), Fitbit (San Francisco, CA) and
Apple Watch (Apple, Cupertino, CA) devices exhibited
great accuracy at low and normal walking
speeds.32,36,40 Additionally, some wrist-worn devices
(eg, Apple Watch) have the capability to measure heart
rate accurately,41 an important measure related to func-
tional capacity and a measure that may be useful for
clinicians and researchers.

In conclusion, step count can be used in HF trials
and might be an important measure of patients’ func-
tion. It is, nevertheless, critical to ensure that the
device and the algorithm provide acceptable accuracy.
In this regard, Table 2 summarizes the MAPE of devi-
ces and algorithms discussed in this section. Although
useful, comparison among devices is limited by differ-
ences in experiment methodologies and populations in
the studies.



Table 2 Step-count MAPE of various devices and algorithms

Wearable Device Algorithm Body Placement

Average MAPE at low
walking speed (3.2 km/h
unless other specified)

Average MAPE at normal
walking speed (4.8 km/h
unless other specified) Observations

Samsung Gear 2 smart-
watch 30

ADAM Wrist 1% MAPE for healthy
adults walking slower
than their normal
speed

3% MAPE walking at var-
iable speed centered
at normal speed

5% MAPE for healthy
adults walking much
slower than their nor-
mal speed (experi-
ments not including
turning)

MoveMonitor 31 In-built Lower back 2% MAPE indoors and
0.5% outdoors for
healthy adults walking
slower than their nor-
mal speed

1.5% MAPE indoors and
0.5% outdoors walking
at their normal speed

1% MAPE for fast indoor
walking

Fitbit 31,36 In-built Hip One, 2.6% MAPE
indoors for healthy
adults walking slower
than their normal
speed31.

One, 1.1% MAPE for
healthy adults walking
at their normal speed31

1% MAPE for fast indoor
walking31

In 36, on a treadmill at
6.4 km/h, MAPE was
0.4% for both One
and Zip.One, 0.8%36, One, 0.5%36

Zip, 2.7%36 Zip, 1.2%36

Garmin32,36 In-built Wrist Vivosmart, 1.0%*,32 0.3%32 Experiments on a treadmill
In 32, average of 2 ses-
sions, MAPE = 10.5%
at 6.4 km/h

Vivofit 2, 1.8%36 2.6%36

In 36, at 6.4 km/h, MAPE
was 17.1% for Vivofit
2, 1.5% for Vivofit 3,
17.7 for Vivoactiv HR,
and 1.6 for Vivoactiv
3.

Vivofit 3, 2%36 1.9%36

Vivoactiv HR, 2.3%36 3.8%36

Vivoactiv 3, 2.5%36 1.4%36

Fitbit32,36 In-built Wrist Charge HR, �0.8%*32 1.9%32 In 32, average of 2 ses-
sions, MAPE = 6.5% at
6.4 km/h

Ionic, 4.6%36 4.2%36

In 36 MAPE = 3.2% at
6.4 km/h

Apple Watch32,36,40 In-built Wrist Sport, 1.7%*,32 1.3%32 Experiments on a
treadmill

Series 1, 4.4%36 3.1%36 In 32, average of 2 ses-
sions, MAPE = 0.3% at
6.4 km/h

Unspecified Model,
�2.6%*,40

�0.9%*,40 In 36 MAPE = 3.5% at 6.4
km/h
In 40 MAPE = -1.6% at
6.4 km/h

Samsung Gear32,36 In-built Wrist S, 5.2%*,32 3.8%32 In 32, average of 2 ses-
sions, MAPE = 0.3% at
6.4 km/h,

Fit 2, 3.7%36

Fit 2 Pro, 4.8%36
2.3% 36

3.3% 36

In 36 MAPE was 2.7%
for Fit 2 and 5.6% for
Fit 2 Pro at 6.4 km/h

Axivity AX326 Verisense28 Wrist MAPE = 4.1% for CV
patients with
uncontrolled speed

Axivity AX3,
GENEActiv Original
and ActiGraph GT9X29

Verisense28 Wrist 9.6%, 10.2%, MAPE highly increase
with increased speed,
>15% at 5.3 km/h and
>70% for running at
10.3 km/h

9.4%, 8.7%,
11.2% 10.1%
At 4.1 km/h At 4.6 km/h

Axivity AX3,
GENEActiv Original,
ActiGraph GT9X29

Revised
Verisense29

Wrist 12.9%, 7.1%, Overall MAPE »
10%�12% across 3
devices and different
waking speeds

12%, 6%,
16.9%, 9.4%
At 4.1 km/h At 4.6 km/h

Devices and algorithms are ordered by increasing MAPE at low speed. Devices with in-built algorithms are in the table only if they were tested in at least 2 studies; never-
theless, different models of a similar device are noted together. Only wrist and waist/hip/lower back devices are considered. Devices with MAPE > 20 % were excluded.

*In 32 and40 the error is similar to the MAPE, with a difference that can be either negative (underestimation) or positive (overestimation). MAPE, mean absolute percentage
error.
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Time Spent in Various Levels of Activity
Estimated nonsedentary time and time in moderate-to-
vigorous physical activity are recognized as valuable by
patients and clinicians; they may also be suitable for cap-
turing the physical impacts of HF.8 Indeed, international
physical activity (PA) recommendations for patients with
cardiac illnesses are based on moderate-to-vigorous phys-
ical activity (United Kingdom Chief Medical Officers, 2019;
World Health Organization, 2010). Unfortunately, assess-
ing various activity levels for various people carries a large
intrinsic error. Cut-off values are used to enable the classi-
fication of performed activities into light, moderate or vig-
orous intensity of PA (LPA, MPA VPA) and are usually
linked to more established units such as metabolic equiva-
lent of task (MET).42 A single MET is the oxygen con-
sumed per kg of body weight per minute of an individual
sitting quietly. A standard MET is set by convention at
3.5 mL of oxygen per kg per minute. However, the
between-individual variability in this measure is a source
of error. In a study by Dibben and colleagues,43 of 22
patients with HF (age 71 § 14 years and mostly in New
York Heart Association class II), 18 undertook a range of
daily living activities (including lying down, sitting, stand-
ing, and walking) while measuring PA via wrist- and hip-
worn accelerometers and VO2 via indirect calorimetry. On
average, 1 standard MET corresponded to 1.3 METs for a
patient with HF. This indicates a large bias for patients
with HF compared to healthy individuals; a large variance
for both groups was demonstrated by Schwendinger et
al.44 This variance remained when stratifying by age.
Therefore, what is light or moderate activity for 1 person
can correspond to moderate or vigorous activity for
another person of the same age. Another source of error
comes from the type of activity and the location of the
device. For example, yard sweeping was measured as an
average of 3.39 standard METs, comparable to walking at
4 km/hour (3.88 METs).42 Wrist-worn acceleration during
sweeping was slightly higher than acceleration during
walking; otherwise, waist-worn acceleration during sweep-
ing was 4.5 times lower than that for walking.42 These
sources of error can be minimized in patients with HF by
considering only nonsedentary time. This way, a threshold
that accurately distinguishes activities, such as household
tasks or walking, from activities that require minimal physi-
cal effort, such as standing or sitting, are easier to identify.
This is because the separation, in acceleration, between
sedentary and nonsedentary activities is larger and more
consistent across activities and device placements; this
has been shown for patients with HF43 and for healthy
individuals.44

Intensity thresholds, which are currently most com-
monly used for wrist accelerometers, are those considered
in the R package GGIR.27 These thresholds are 100 and
400 milligravities (mg) for moderate and vigorous activ-
ity45 and were derived from 30 healthy adults. The thresh-
old for light activity is 30 mg; Rowland et al.46 are
referenced for this threshold; however, in that study 40
and 50 mg were considered superior so as to distinguish
meaningful physical activity from being sedentary. Apply-
ing thresholds derived from healthy adults to patients with
HF may lead to misclassification of PA levels. Thresholds
proposed by Dibben et al.43 for light and moderate inten-
sities were approximately 40% lower than those derived
from healthy adults for both moderate45 and light activ-
ity47 for wrist-worn devices; differences were much larger
for hip-worn or waist-worn devices. Therefore, commonly
used activity thresholds are unlikely to be accurate for
patients with HF. A large between-individual variability for
patients with HF was also demonstrated by Dibben et
al.43 Despite this variability, nonsedentary time can be
estimated in patients with HF with relatively high accuracy
by devices worn on the wrist or near the center of mass
(waist, hip or lower back).43
Amount of Movement
Activity counts integrate acceleration over time in order to
quantify movement. Using signal processing to derive
activity counts from raw acceleration implies choices,
which are different for different devices, and have an
inherent error.48 Supplementary Fig. 1 shows how the
counts for the CentrePoint Insight Watch (Actigraph) are
derived.48 Activity counts were initially developed
because raw acceleration could not be stored due to the
limitation of on-board storage and battery capacity.48

However, this no longer applies to modern devices.
Therefore, activity counts can be substituted by average
acceleration.

There is no norm, but most of the HF trials that have
included actigraphy-based endpoints have used activity
counts as an outcome variable.9,10,12,13,15 These trials
exhibited a disparity of endpoint design using activity
counts as the building block.

Clinical interpretability of average acceleration is lim-
ited. Nevertheless, it has the advantage of simplicity,
allowing for the comparison of amount of movement in
just 1 number while preserving the granularity of the origi-
nal signal. This also reduces the amount of estimation
error.49 Therefore, it would be suitable as a complemen-
tary building block in the main actigraphy-based endpoint
or the main building block as a supportive endpoint.
Actigraphy Measures which Are Less Suitable as
COAs
Reduced walking speed was reported as a mobility lim-
itation experienced by people with HF,8 but this is an
elusive concept to capture. The MAPE of walking
speed in HF was estimated as 15.5%,19 which is too
high for an outcome measure in HF trials. Otherwise,
going up steps could be captured by human-activity
recognition algorithms, but this activity is commonly
infrequent in daily life (and determined by need and
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housing structure for most individuals), so it is not suit-
able as an outcome measure to evaluate treatment
effects outside of controlled settings.

The intensity gradient50 is an actigraphy-derived mea-
sure to assess the distribution of movement intensity
across time. It has been claimed that, together with aver-
age acceleration, it can fully describe the activity profile of
an individual.51,52 This might have potential value, but
clinical interpretability of intensity gradient is limited, and
its derivation is not straightforward, as in the case of aver-
age acceleration. Moreover, it has never been applied
to patients with HF, and further research in the relevant
population would be worthwhile.

Other potential measures are active or total energy
expenditure (EE). Unfortunately, EE cannot be derived
accurately from accelerometers. Large errors (ie, MAPE
between 20% and 30%, depending on various factors), in
EE estimation from accelerometry data were found for Fit-
bit, Apple Watch and Actigraph on the wrist and hip.38,53

Moreover, a recent systematic review and meta-analysis
that included 20 studies evaluating EE in a range of condi-
tions (including 1 HF study),54 concluded that the
Table 3 Summary of actigraphy outcome variables ranked by suitab

Actigraphy Measure Strengths Limi

Step count � Recognized as meaningful by
patients and clinicians

� Proportional to walking distance
� Is familiar and easy to

communicate
� Can be measured with

commercially available
activity monitors

� A
fu

� A
fr
m
p

Nonsedentary time � Recognized as meaningful by
patients and clinicians

� Is familiar and easy to
communicate

� W
re
fo
pa

Average acceleration � It is a measure of movement
� Low estimation error
� Close to the raw accelerometer

data

� C
lim

Walking speed � Reported as a mobility limitation
by HF patients

� C
sp

Intensity gradient � Assesses the distribution of
movement intensity over time

� Complements average accelera-
tion as an activity profile measure

� C
an
st
av

� To
H

Moderate to vigorous PA � Recognized as meaningful by
patients and clinicians

� Is familiar and easy to
communicate

� Its

Energy Expenditure � Recognized as meaningful by
patients and clinicians

� Is familiar and easy to
communicate

� Its
in
measurement of energy expenditure is too inaccurate for
research purposes.

The strengths and limitations of the measures discussed
in this section are summarized in Table 3.
How Should Activity Be Measured?

Once the actigraphy measures used in a trial are
decided, the measurement set-up is vital. This section
reviews the differing aspects needed to capture reliably
and accurately the measures discussed in the previous
section.

Selection of Wearable Device and Body Placement
Even if devices can be placed on legs, feet and other
body locations, only wrists11,13�15 and hips/waists/lower
backs9,10,12,16 have been used in large clinical trials. The
wrist was the placement of choice in NHANES (National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey)55 and UK Bio-
bank,56 the largest studies to date to use accelerometers.
Wrist placement is, for most people, most comfortable
ility for clinical trials

tations Suitability as outcome variable

ccuracy may vary and needs
rther research in HF population
lgorithms are often based on data
om healthy individuals, which
ay not fully capture walking
atterns specific to HF patients

Good and likely the most suitable

hereas it might be estimated with
latively high accuracy, thresholds
r HF were derived on only 22
tients

Good

linical interpretability may be
ited

Potentially good

urrently, estimation of walking
eed is inaccurate in HF

Could be considered

linical interpretability is limited,
d its derivation is not
raightforward as in the case of
erage acceleration
date, it has not been applied to

F patients

Could be considered

estimation is currently inaccurate Unlikely to be suitable

estimation is currently very
accurate

Unlikely to be suitable
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and is associated with higher wear-time compliance,57

thus reducing the potential for bias due to nonwear or
selective wear.58 In addition, wrist devices can be used in
clinical practice, not only in clinical trials. Nevertheless,
the MoveMonitor (McRoberts), worn on the lower back,
exhibited high patient acceptability in the Mobilize-D
technical validation study.59

The Apple Watch is accurate for step count32,40 and is
well accepted by (and familiar to) the public; however, it
includes substantial challenges. Chief among these are
issues related to data privacy and lack of transparency in
the algorithm. Other disadvantages are the need of cali-
bration, the purchase cost, and that it has to be charged
daily. Garmin or Fitbit devices (Table 2) might be alterna-
tives. Another alternative for wrist placement is to use any
device that offers acceleration (eg, Axivity AX3), which can
then be put through an algorithm that meets a predefined
set of criteria to estimate number of steps. The algorithm
developed by Genovese et al.30 is an option that would,
however, require validation for HF. Another approach is
to develop a new algorithm tailored specifically for
patients with HF, which is 1 aim of the Mobilize-D consor-
tium.19 That endeavor includes recordings of wrist-worn
acceleration from 20 healthy adults and 68 patients,
including 12 with HF. It included 2.5 hours of free move-
ment and controlled tasks, from a reference system (for
steps) and acceleration data from a device worn on the
lower back.

The estimation of nonsedentary time might be accurate
enough for wrist- and hip-worn devices when using the
cut-points proposed by Dibben et al.43 These thresholds
should, nevertheless, be confirmed and refined in new
studies with more patients.

Average acceleration represents the movement of the
device wherever it is placed. Different devices subjected
to the same movement should provide similar accelera-
tion data. However, it cannot be assumed that every
device measures acceleration with equal accuracy.7 The
acceleration accuracy and interdevice agreement of Fitbit,
Apple Watch, Actigraph, and Garmin devices have been
tested by using a shaker table at frequencies that are con-
sistent with human walking and running.60 All devices
exhibited errors that were small but statistically significant,
except for the Garmin device, which had a moderate
error. Furthermore, the intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) of Apple and Actigraph were ICCs = 0.99 and 0.97,
respectively, whereas the ICC of Fitbit and Garmin was
0.88. In a similar experiment,61 the DynaPort MiniMod
(McRoberts; an older device by the same manufacturer as
the MoveMonitor) exhibited excellent accuracy and an
ICC of 0.99. Regarding body placement, a wrist-worn
device would provide very different values from a device
simultaneously worn on the hip.62 The movement of the
hip better reflects walking, which is of key importance
because the ability to walk reasonable distances at pace is
required for social or work-related activities outside of the
home. Otherwise, the movement of the wrist better
reflects the household work62 required by most but is also
dependent on age, social norms and sick roles adopted
by persons with HF and their care partners. Whereas aver-
age acceleration recorded by a device worn on the wrist
or hip can provide relevant information, walking may be
characterized most adequately by step count; in this
regard, as previously discussed, some in-built algorithms
achieve high performance despite using wrist acceleration
as input, possibly because they were trained with large
amounts of data. Thus, wrist average acceleration may be
better suited as a complementary outcome variable.
Wearing Time
In trials, limiting device data to that recorded during day-
time hours (eg, 8 AM�10 PM) is a possibility. However,
whereas most people are most active during the day, a
significant percentage of patients with HF are active very
early in the morning or during the night.44 A potential
solution to cover all participants would be to have the
device worn for 24 hours and to consider all data. How-
ever, some patients with HF have reduced activity when
awake and increased movement when resting, due
to poor sleep quality.63 Therefore, treatment-related
increases in activity during active periods may be partially
offset by simultaneous reductions in movement when rest-
ing (ie, due to treatment-related improved sleep quality),
confounding the assessment of benefit. For this reason,
the best option might be to instruct patients to wear the
device during their awake times. This would result in
greater between-individual variability in wear time; never-
theless, this can be addressed in the statistical analysis.
There is no gold standard, but in most published clinical
trials of HF,9�13 patients were instructed to wear the
device 24 hours a day through the entire duration of the
trial. The exceptions were the METEORIC-HF (Multicenter
Exercise Tolerance Evaluation of Omecamtiv Mecarbil
Related to Increased Contractility in Heart Failure) trial,15

which used 10 hours during awake time for 2 weeks, and
the EMPIRE-HF (Empagliflozin in heart failure patients
with reduced ejection fraction)12 and DETERMINE (Dapa-
gliflozin Effect on Exercise Capacity Using a 6-Minute
Walk Test in Patients With Heart Failure) trials,16 which
required only 1 week of measurements at baseline and at
the last visit.

Beyond within-day recordings, small but statistically sig-
nificant differences between weekdays and Sundays were
found by Schwendinger and colleagues.44 This may vary
with different cultures or age groups, which have different
resting days. Furthermore, healthy older adults reported
being less active in winter compared to summer.64 In
patients with HF, Klompstra and colleagues65 reported
similar data obtained by using a questionnaire. In the
same way, a modest decrease in activity was observed
during winter in a cohort of healthy participants and those
with HF in a Switzerland-based study,44 which, however,
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did not have enough power to show statistical signifi-
cance. This seasonal difference may depend on geogra-
phy and seasonal weather patterns.

When deciding on wear time, it is important to take
reactivity into account. Reactivity, or the Hawthorne effect,
occurs when individuals modify their behavior because
they are aware of being monitored. This effect can be
magnified if participants are able to view activity metrics
in their devices.7 The OUTSTEP-HF (randOmized stUdy
Using acceleromeTry to Compare Sacubitril/valsarTan
and Enalapril in Patients With Heart Failure) study11,66

found substantial differences between the beginning and
end of the trial (which could indicate reactivity), whereas
other HF trials did not exhibit similar findings. Interest-
ingly, a study involving patients with HF wearing wrist-
worn devices for 2 weeks showed no evidence of reactiv-
ity.44 Nevertheless, to minimize this effect, it is advisable
to establish baseline values after a certain wear-time, such
as 2 weeks; this assumes reactivity is reduced as the
patient gets used to being monitored.

Limitations
Algorithms are likely to underperform when estimating
proposed measures in situations that result in reduced
wrist movement, such as when patients are using walking
aids,67 carrying objects or pushing a pram.68 Additionally,
the limited number of HF trials that have employed actig-
raphy to date leaves many questions unanswered.
Statistical Considerations

Protocol deviations, such as a device not being worn
according to instructions, and technical malfunctions can
result in missing data. Requirements in which days are
included in the calculation of, for example, mean steps
per day or mean daily nonsedentary time, can help to miti-
gate the impact of these issues. Additionally, data-driven
missing-data handling rules, such as imputation of specific
time windows (eg, days, hours or even seconds) or apply-
ing different daily weights (eg, based on wear-time or
weekdays vs weekends) need to be decided. A proper
missing-data strategy can minimize the impact of within-
individual variability. Missing data can vary substantially
among studies, and there is little literature to help design
a proper strategy. Catellier and colleagues69 approached
this topic and recommended imputation for PA measured
by accelerometers.

Once missing data are handled, actigraphy measure-
ments can represent building blocks for endpoints. What
is different from other COA-based endpoints is that actig-
raphy is data-dense, and data aggregation has more pos-
sibilities than, for example, PROs. In order to assess
meaningful change, the aggregate (summary) statistic at
the 2 time points (eg, mean or maximum or percent of
days with a value > X, etc.) need to have a well-defined
period over which to aggregate. This choice should be
based on qualitative data, a period that matters to most
patients.

Construct Validity for Actigraphy Measures as
Endpoints
For COAs, in addition to defining the endpoint, the mea-
surement properties of the underlying parameter need to
be studied, documented and understood. This includes
demonstrating that the parameter (eg, daily number of
steps or daily nonsedentary time), is reliable (ie, stable
across timepoints between which no change is expected)
and responsive (ie, sensitive to changes that are known to
have occurred). Thresholds for clinically meaningful differ-
ences in the COA are also necessary to aid interpretation
and contextualization of results. This can be estimated
by anchor-based analysis, anchoring to well-understood
outcomes; for example, if it can be demonstrated that a
certain change in mean daily number of steps over a
month postpones time-to-hospitalization by a year. Alter-
natively, it can be anchored to a specifically designed
patient global impression of change if it targets the same
underlying concept. For example, a 4-week assessment of
mean steps per day may be anchored by a patient global
impression of change that asks, “How has the amount you
have been limited in your walking ability changed over
the past 4 weeks?”

Relation to known hard outcomes also supports construct
validity. In this regard, there is a clear relationship between
the endpoints proposed in this review and events of cardio-
vascular disease,23 all-cause mortality,24,70�73 cardiovascu-
lar death,74,75 and hospitalization.76 In 2 comprehensive
meta-analyses, Paluch and colleagues found a strong asso-
ciation of age with the connection between steps and all-
cause mortality24 and cardiovascular disease events.23 In
both cases, there was a lower risk of adverse outcomes with
increased daily steps; there was a plateauing in this relation-
ship, with risk at approximately 6000�8000 steps for those
aged � 60 years and 8000�10000 steps for those aged
< 60 years.

Unfortunately, comorbidities and other extracardiac
factors may limit the potential for improvement in physical
activity, despite an improvement in HF status.77,78 Adding
an exercise program or support program to drug treat-
ment is a potential strategy to mitigate motivational bar-
riers. In this case, wearable devices showing activity
metrics can be helpful.7
Additional Considerations for Integrating
Actigraphy in Trials

Minimizing the burden actigraphy represents for the vari-
ous stakeholders is crucial for the successful implementa-
tion of actigraphy in a trial. Critical aspects include, but
are not limited to, how user-friendly the devices are for
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trial participants (wearability and user interface) and site
staff (set-up interface and trouble-shooting), data transfer,
patient privacy, cost of device and supporting systems,
and technical support. Key practical factors for patients,
sites and sponsors are summarized in Fig. 2.

Burden for Patients and Study Sites
It is important that participants be able to use the
device easily during the required data-collection period.
This includes the physical design and shape of the
wearable (ie, the form factor) so that it minimizes incon-
venience for the patient and ensures that the device is
not removed during parts of the day. Thus, the design
of the device should be attractive to wear, and issues,
such as gender differences in the acceptability of a
device, its position and appearance and its wear period,
should be considered. Usability factors, such as require-
ment for charging during a collection period, possibility
to shower or bathe and easy or automated data transfer
or storage, are also important considerations.7

The wearing of an activity monitor (unless watch-based
for someone used to wearing a watch) is an additional
activity for individuals and is likely to inconvenience them,
add to their daily routines and mean that they must
remember to do specific tasks, so the setup, use and train-
ing need to be as easy and seamless as possible. This
would also minimize site burden and avoid extended or
additional site visits. If successfully implemented, actigra-
phy can reduce the number of required site visits. The
need for technical support should also be minimized, but
Fig. 2. Key practical factors to conside
its availability should be maximized to avoid study sites’
becoming service desks. Furthermore, data transfer, stor-
age and management should be transparent to patients
and sites, while potentially allowing for monitoring of
missing data.

In most trials, the devices are given only to individuals
taking part in the trial during the trial period—partly
because, during this period, device-specific support is
also provided. The devices are usually destroyed after the
study has been completed. It is interesting to consider
whether patients could be allowed to keep the devices
and whether that might increase patients’ engagement
and motivation.
Trial Sponsors
As a sponsor, it is important to ensure that selected ven-
dors can comply with data-integrity requirements and clar-
ity of data ownership and that they provide reassurance
regarding the privacy of patients’ data. Software integra-
tion to facilitate the transfer, visualization and analysis of
data is another important factor to consider. Additional
aspects are global device availability, availability of and
access to technical support, initial procurement costs, and
maintenance costs. There also needs to be consideration
of software longevity. Actigraphy device software under-
goes regular patching and updating, and there has to be
a guarantee that data are comparable, regardless of when
it was collected during the potentially long duration of the
clinical trial.
r for integrating actigraphy in trials.
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Pragmatic Trials
Pragmatic trials would present additional sources of het-
erogeneity, such as different devices, different patterns of
wear-time and nonrandom missing data. Given that many
devices and algorithms are not suitable, and that wearing
conditions are critical, actigraphy might not be well-suited
for pragmatic trials in HF.
Regulatory Agencies’ Position on Actigraphy
Endpoints

Regulatory agencies play a critical role in guiding the
development of novel COAs and endpoints. Both the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) have encouraged sponsors to
explore the development of functions and symptoms
assessment.79 As an example, the EMA recently qualified
Stride velocity 95th centile as a primary endpoint (ie, an
alternative to the 6MWT) in studies of ambulatory Duch-
enne muscular dystrophy. Although that disease is very
different from HF, the qualification opinion80 expressed a
favorable position by the EMA concerning actigraphy.

In HF, regulatory agency recommendations underscore
the possibility of incorporating actigraphy-based end-
points in clinical trials so as to demonstrate improvements
in (or prevention or deterioration of) exercise and/or
symptoms,2 rather than having to pursue exclusively long-
term cardiovascular outcomes trials that are intended to
demonstrate long-term survival-benefit indications. The
FDA states that improvements in walking, exercising or
performing other activities of daily living can be the basis
of showing the effectiveness of an HF drug. Also, meas-
ures of activity and activities of daily living, including
accelerometry data, can be acceptable endpoints.2 It
should be noted that both the FDA and the EMA employ
and apply qualification procedures when assessing the
clinical meaningfulness of novel devices and endpoints,
and these can take considerable time to validate, because
the relevant evidence has to be generated.

The FDA patient-focused drug-development guidance
series provides comprehensive guidance about COA
development,6,79 extending to parameters derived from
actigraphy. The incorporation of actigraphy-based clinical
trial endpoints necessitates adherence to established
standards while navigating additional complexities. The
regulatory landscape and considerations for actigraphy-
based endpoints must appreciate the significance of
aligning outcomes with studys’ objectives.
Conclusions and Recommendations

Actigraphy has the potential to provide relevant informa-
tion about the functional status of patients with HF and
should, therefore, be more frequently implemented in HF
trials. One of the main advantages over other measure-
ments of physical function is its continuous nature and, as
such, long measurement periods would realize the full
potential of actigraphy to provide more comprehensive
and important information. We suggest the optimal clini-
cal trial setup may be that in which patients wear a wrist-
band during awake time for as long as the trial runs,
provided such measurements do not impose an inappro-
priate burden on the people in the study.

We propose that step count is the best candidate to be
the outcome variable that constitutes the main building
block of the primary endpoint. Nonsedentary time and
average acceleration would support secondary or explor-
atory endpoints. Data from the weeks 1�2 (or a run-in
period) can be collected and excluded from the main
analysis to mitigate reactivity; weeks 3�6 may serve as
baseline, and the last 4 weeks can be used to determine
change from baseline.

Mean differences, or median differences relative to
baseline, have the advantage of being straightforward
measurements of average treatment effect that are easy
to communicate. Depending on the duration of the trial,
seasonal variations should be considered in the analysis.
Finally, all data should be included in supplemental analy-
ses and made available to the research community.
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Lay Summary

People living with heart failure experience high burdens of
symptoms and functional limitations, but ways to measure
and report them are currently limited. Actigraphy, using
wearable devices, provides an opportunity to measure
objectively continuous physical activity and changes over
time, including those in clinical trials of drug therapy.
Despite the potential advantages, the use of actigraphy to
evaluate treatment benefits remains in its infancy. This
state-of-the-art study provides comprehensive recom-
mendations about how to implement actigraphy in HF
clinical trials successfully, including the types of devices,
the measurements to be taken, how to analyze them, and
how best to describe the changes seen.
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